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Peace …peace and human rights are the rights we commonly hear in the
people .In our daily days we usually used or speak the words peace and human rights, but
do you know what is the meaning of this word peace? Peace means tranquility, stillness,
freedom from contention, violence or war. Which if their a peace in all country there’s a
big possibility that all of the country will progress and all of them can get their benefits
but do you think theirs a peace?
Sad to say that peace was easily disappear and war was predominant present in
their heart. Do you know what the reasons? It simply that some of the people are selfish,
boastful, jealousy, and hostile, they don’t want that there are some powerful, more riches
and more knowledgeable than they think to their selves. That’s why peace is not
commonly apply in our lives, like some if the people ,they are not afraid to kill like
massacre ,kidnapped, rape and also hold up .I can tell that this is present in terms in
killing like those massacre in Cotabato that it cost 53 person died in that certain
massacre .And also like the Quezon Avenue massacre that there are 8 innocent foreigners
people died in that massacre its because they lack love in their heart and only the
negative or a hostile attitude were present or remain in their heart. In this case peace is
neglect w/c wars, misunderstanding, are more predominant in one another.
If the war and misunderstanding nor the hostile attitude will continued, their arte
some big problem w/c our country are needed to face in that problem like the
livelihood ,and the income in a certain country will also affected because the export
product of the Philippines will not be accepted in the different country its because they
are trustless in our country no more exporting product and in connection to that our
country will be provision to depth and the that is the disadvantage in war and
misunderstanding nor quarreling .And if that will happened no more project, because
taxes was affected in that certain war like the investor they are afraid to invest in a
certain community if their is a war several reason like they are afraid to die and the most
of all they are afraid to be failure in their investment and the effects in that view of the
situation , if their no more project all of the community will be affected ,many will be
affected and also many will die.
The contradicting views of the certain problem in that if their a peace, unity will
also be present if that will happened therefore many of the people are happy, more people
are healthy ,and of course the most important is our country will easily progress more
employer needs an employee and most of all there are so many foreigners who lie to sped
their vacation her in our country in connection to that it gives our government a big
income .And also if their a big income their is a big possibility that the salary of every
worker will also increase ,and now we should love each other so that peace and the unity
will be present in our life and also the god said let their be peace on earth .We can also
apply peace in our daily lives like loving and if that will be happened unity and
harmonious relationship among the member n the certain family, friends, cousin,
neighbors, teachers, and also boy friend, girl friend and also both couples. If we always
apply peace we can assure that we can obtain a good relationship.
Some student or children will not rebel their families because the peace was field
in their loving heart .If we use peace and unity in our community choirs and if that
attitude will remain we can expect a productive citizen in that location. So guys I
encourage all of you to be one of them who have peace community so that we can easily
achieve that expectation. And now a day we usually hear the words human rights. Human
rights have their different uses. Do you have any idea of what is human rights are? Well
for me human rights are the rights of any people who are leaving in a certain world. Now
a days there are some laws w/c was create so that to protect the human rights. Do you
known that all of us have our rights? the most basic rights are the rights to be born , right

to suffrage our vote , rights to express our feelings and the most basic rights are to live ,
to have a cloth and to have a shelter. And now a day’s the most reliable or the most
controversial problem of the world w/c is known abortion.
Do you know what abortion is? Abortion means the premature expulsion of the
fetus especially when she induced it so that she will not get pregnant. Now in our reality
days some of the adolescent in the age of 14 and above and also the parents who is
applying this but it is commonly done by the adult w/c the age was stated above and they
have some reason why they doing abortion like they are not ready to be a mother some of
them was raped and that certain raped produce a fetus. And some of their reasons is
financial problem but do you know that abortion is contrary or laws because know a days
some women or girls abused abortion lie if they get pregnant they just abort and the most
pathetic is the fetus its because they are not lucky o live and to see how beautiful the
world is and in connection to that the government contracted by law w/c will be accused
to the women’s who abort the fetus in their womb if they will be caught doing abortion
they will be prison and some of the abortion was not successful that’s why many of the
children who was born are disable they have some defect and they are so pathetic. And
now i fell so mad when I saw the women who abandoned her child.
Now a days there are some ridiculous or unbelievable things , like what I saw
in the television that a mother thrown her child in the trashcan and that is not the only
situation I encounter or I heard there are several tragedy situation w/c in they same
situation , that in the plane there is a mother who give birth she horridly thrown it in the
trashcan but after a few week the mother who abandoned the child was confess and now
she was facing the controversial question in the government. As what i stated above that
there are several kinds of human rights in the same cases. As a children they have rights
to play so that they can extend their social selves and also the old person has also the
rights this to rest ,right to have a citizen in a certain country .Human rights correspond
in the different role in our life it give as protection so that the riches will not abused their
rights but we as a person we have a responsibility to do our part as a person we will not
abused of what the government give us.
For me as a future nurse my patient have some many rights I can specified it as
patient he or she have a right to be treated equally regardless in their socio economic
different we should take care her or him even if they are poor and we should give the
right service w/c it must be quality in our service’s a future nurse we have some
responsibilities in our patient like giving them the correct medicine and the correct
dosage if we give them the incorrect medicine and incorrect dosage they will die and in
connection to that we will be prison under the republic act 9173.Human rights will also
applicable in our daily lives by respecting each other. We should respect a person even if
he or she is poor. We can also spread the human rights by following the rules in our
government or community so that there is cooperation if there is cooperation there is no
anticipated war.
The most important is that we the people after we reach the age of 18 and above,
we have many rights to be follow or we have a rights to vote or to suffrage our vote for
the right or responsible person was guilt in selling drugs and he engage a crime and he
kill a person therefore he will be prison because he break the law w/c is he doesn’t
respect the human rights Human rights in our days sometimes we doesn’t valued like
harassment and also mercy killing because it is the one example that break the human
rights. Well mercy killing is the killing of a person because you fell pity due to his or her
illness and also you do it so that he will not suffer in a long time period of time .In the
previous years we have 30 act of universal declaration of human rights (UDHR) some of
this are I mentioned while ago some example of universal declaration of human rights are
he the individual has a rights to judge their selves, have freedom.
All of the people are not considered guilt of a certain crime if the decision is not
final decision that he is guilt. And the responsibility of a person is, he or she no right to
destruct or ruin the government. And all of the people has a right to heir their loam and if
we want to obtain that human rights that the most essence to do is to love, respect,

understand each other cooperate community choirs appreciate each other. Bring back to
the previous topic w/c is the peace is the fullest word w/c we all want but there are some
hindrances that make the word peace became unsuccessful like misunderstanding
between the two countries or a war .If there is a peace the unity and love of both couples
or love of your special someone w/ that fullest love w/ conquer the war and some of the
hostile traits. In our deepest love when we love we are respecting others in respecting that
is the way we can extend our humanity and also w/ out love all the things around you will
just be nothing “NO MAN IS AN ISLAND” that means person cannot survive if we will
not mingling each other, in mingling we should express our felling and thru that word we
will leaving happily and it play a big role in the word peace.
Therefore I conclude its much better if their is peace and human rights in our
country we will neither from freedom nor colononization because of what I stated above
the some advantages and the essence of that word in our days. So I encourage everybody
to be part in resolving or prolonging peace and human rights in certain community and
world.

